
Donation Research Proposal

by Chris Margelis



Questions

I am interested in answering two key questions:

 1) Is trust a factor in donation?

 2) Is convenience a factor in donation? 

In addition:

  I am also interested in the new questions I discover in the 
process of my research.



Intentions

To engage in this research in order gather data that can be  
used to:

 1) build effective cause-marketing strategies,

 2) create effective awareness materials, and

 3)  help inspire creative ways for people to donate.  



Relation to existing art and design knowledge

Influence traditional media

 Print

 Broadcast
 Web

Utilize new media

 Web

 Mobile





Evidence and methods

Preliminary secondary research

Preliminary primary research

 3 unstructured, (1 to 1, face-to-face interviews)

 3 self-documentations (visual stories) 

 2 observations, (1 general, 1 site-specific)



Preliminary findings

The results of this preliminary research had five main themes:

 1) Trust

 2) Convenience

 3) Tangibility

 4) Other important factors

 5) Encouraging findings



Trust

A very important factor

 Build and maintain trust 

 Visual rhetoric of current cause advertising

 Present professional image





Convenience

Another very important factor

 Make it easy

 Be accessible





Tangibility

Point of purchase

 Donate a packaged meal

 Donate with a purchase





Tangibility (cont.)

Non-traditional advertising

 Events

 Exhibits







Other important factors

Word of mouth 

Community groups and organizations

No street, phone, or specific amount solicitations





Encouraging findings

Volunteering

A dollar a day





My qualifications

10 years experience as a graphic designer

6 years in public relations dealing with cause related campaigns

15 weeks as a research student



Project time line

January-February 09

 Develop content and Recruit subjects

March-April 09

 Conduct observations and interviews

May 09

 Organize findings and analyze data 

June 09

 Create recommendations 

July 09

 Create online resource



Proposed budget

Preparation phase:  $5,0000

 Materials and production of content

Research phase:  0$2,500

 Interviewing and collecting results  

Anylasis phase:  0$2,500

 Sorting, analyzing, and interrupting data

Design phase:  $10,000

 Build online resource

Total:  $20,000



Contributions to art and design

Create an online resource for accessing findings and sharing 
recommendations in hopes to:

 1) build effective cause marketing strategies

 2) create effective awareness materials

 3)  help inspire creative ways for people to donate

Ultimately:

 I hope this research will help those in need



Thank you.




